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ASPLUND SPACES AND A VARIANT OF
WEAK UNIFORM ROTUNDITY

JOHN GILES AND JON VANDERWERFF

We introduce a property formally weaker than weak uniform rotundity, which
we call equatorial weak uniform rotundity. We show that an equatorially weakly
uniformly rotund norm need not be weakly locally uniformly rotund. Nevertheless,
we show that an equatorially weakly uniformly rotund Banach space is an Asplund
space.

In [2], Borwein, Moors and Wang proved the striking result that, in the category
sense, almost all 1-Lipschitz functions on a Banach space have maximal Clarke subd-
ifferential. While this illustrates certain limitations of the Clarke derivative which has
numerous applications in optimisation (see [3]), on the other hand, it affirms that each
Banach space has a rich supply of Lipschitz functions. In [1], study was made of those
Banach spaces where any bounded 1-Lipschitz function on any closed proper subspace
can be extended to a 1-Lipschitz function on the whole space with maximal Clarke
subdifferential. This property was shown to be connected to the following separation
property for Lipschitz functions which ensures a sufficiently rich class of 1-Lipschitz
functions extending any given bounded 1-Lipschitz function. A Banach space X is
Lipschitz separated if given any bounded 1-Lipschitz function / on any closed proper
subspace Y of X and x g Y one has sup/(a;) > inf f(x) where the supremum and
infimum are over all 1-Lipschitz functions / extending / to X.

In this note, we work in real Banach spaces X with closed unit ball Bx and
unit sphere Sx • It was shown in [1, Theorem 3.2] that a Banach space X is Lips-
chitz separated if and only if for every pair of sequences {xn}, {yn} in Bx such that

lim \\xn + ym\\ — 2, there is no 4> € X* such that limsup0(xn) < 0 < liminf<j>(yn)-
n,m—¥oo n—•<» n-+oo
The double indexing in the preceding characterisation makes it a rather awkward form
of rotundity. Thus we say that a Banach space is equatorially weakly uniformly rotund
(EWUR) if given sequences {xn},{yn} in Bx with lim ||xn + yn\\ — 2 there is no

n—*oo

4> € X* such that limsup0(xn) < 0 < Iiminf0(yn) (this is properly stronger than
n-KX> n-»oo

the Lipschitz separated property by [1, Theorem 4.1]). Our terminology was motivated
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by the definition that a Banach space is weakly uniformly rotund (WUR) [respectively
•weakly locally uniformly rotund (WLUR)] if (xn — yn) —>w 0 whenever xn,yn € Bx

and | |xn + yn\\ -* 2 [respectively xn -*w x whenever x n , x € Bx and ||xn + x|| -t 2].
Our first objective is to show that an EWUR norm is not necessarily WUR. In fact

building on ideas of Smith [7, Example 2.9], we show that much more is true.

THEOREM 1 . A separable Banach space with separable dual can be equivalently

renormed to be EWUR and not WLUR.

P R O O F : Because X* is separable, X admits an equivalent WUR norm [4, Corol-
lary II.6.9(ii)] which we denote by || • ||. Consider a closed hyperplane Y in X and
e £ Y so that each x € X can be written x = te + y where t € R and y EY, and we
define the equivalent norm || • \\s on X by ||x||s = \t\ + ||y||. The norm advertised in
the theorem is then defined by

1/2

11*111='" "" ^ — • - " ^

where {/i}iSi is dense in Sy • Observe that ||| • ||| is not WLUR, because |||e||| = 1 and
\\\yn\\\ —> 1 where yn 6 Sy is chosen so that yn -tw 0. (Y is not Schur because Y* is
separable.) Now |||e + yn||| —¥ 2 and so ||| • ||| is not WLUR.

To see that ||| • ||| is EWUR, suppose that |||xn|||, \\\yn\\\ ̂  1 and |||a;n + yn||| -> 2.
Let us write xn = sne + un and yn — tne + vn where sn,tn € R and un,vn 6 Y.
By passing to a subsequence we may assume sn —ts, tn —> t, un —>w

m u G Y**,
\\un\\ —> a, vn -»„,• v € Y** and \\vn\\ -> b. (We used the fact that By* is w*-
sequentially compact because Y* is separable.) The definition of ||| • ||| implies that

Jto^^Hxnlll + 2||pn||! - ||xn + yn\\
2

s] = 0 and thus:

(1) (a) lim [||xn||5 + | |2/n| |s-| |zn + 2/n||s] = 0 and
n—YOO

(b) J(™>[ll*n||5-||»n||s]=0
(2) nlimo[|sn| + | t n | - | S n + t n | ] = 0

(3) ^ [ I K H + |K| | - \\un + vn\\] = 0.

Now (2) imph'es that |s | + \t\ = \s + t\, and hence st ^ 0. Because {fn}^Li is dense in
S y , the definition of ||| • ||| implies that (un — vn) -¥w 0 and so u = v. If s = t, then
(xn — J/n) —*w 0 and there is nothing further to do.

In the remaining case that s ^ t (and hence \s\ ^ \t\ because st ^ 0), we show
that

(4) un ->w 0 and vn ->w 0.
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Because \s\ ^ |t |, (lb) implies that a ^ b. If a = 0 or b = 0, then (4) is true. If
a ^ 0 and b ^ 0, we let un = un/a and vn = vn/b. Then | |un| | -> 1 and \\vn\\ -> 1;
moreover (3) and the triangle inequality imply ||un + un| | -> 2. Because || • || is WUR,
(«n - vn) -»•„, 0. Therefore, u = 0 and (4) is true when s ^ t. In this case, for
any <f> € X*, <f>(xn) -* <j>(se) and <p(yn) -*• 0(te). Because s* Ss 0, it follows that
liminf 0(yn) and l imsup0( i n ) have the same sign. Therefore ||| • ||| is EWUR. D

ra~to°
Thus EWUR norms are strictly weaker than WUR norms, and so EWUR spaces

form a broader class of Lipschitz separated spaces than the WUR spaces. Further
evidence of the signficance of EWUR spaces is presented in the following extension of
Hajek's important result [6, Theorem 1] asserting that a WUR Banach space is an
Asplund space.

THEOREM 2 . An EWUR Banach space is an Asplund space.

PROOF: First recall that a Banach space is an Asplund space if and only if every
separable subspace has a separable dual (see [4, Theorem 1.5.7]). Because EWUR
norms are inherited by subspaces, it is sufficient to work with a separable Banach space
X. We suppose that X* is nonseparable and proceed by contraposition. Fix e > 0.
Let Y be a proper closed nonseparable subspace of X*. Choose y* e Bx' such that
d(y*,Y) > 1/2. Then there is an F 6 BX" such that F(Y) = {0} and F(y*) > 1/2.
Given that u>\ is the first uncountable ordinal, one can use transfinite induction and
the separation theorem to construct {/a}a<(1;1 C Y and {Ga}Q<Ul c X** such that
||/a|| = 1 and \\Ga\\ < 1 + e/2 for all a, and moreover G0(fa) = 0 if a < /3,
GQ(fa) = 1, and Ga(y

m) > 0 for all a. Now let Fa = Ga + (e/2)F.

Then the system {/a,-Fa}Q<Wl satisfies the properties of the like-named system in
the proof of [5, Lemma 3, p.234], and it moreover satisfies Fa(y*) > e/4 for all a < ui.
Using this system in the proof of [5, Lemma 3, p.234] allows one to choose the xn 's
in [5, Lemma 3, p.234] with the additional property that y*(xn) > e/4 for all n (this
is done with Helly's theorem and the additional condition Fa(y*) > e/4 for all a).
Therefore, we may assume that the xn 's in the Haar system of [5, Lemma 4, p.239]
also satisfy y*(xn) > e/4.

Now use the above modified Haar system in the proof of [6, Theorem 1]. The
x'ts indexed on the binary tree thus satisfy y*(xt) > e/4 for all t. The proof of [6,
Theorem 1] shows that there are xn,yn € X and fb £ X* satisfying 2||a;n||

2 + 2||j/n||2 -
lkn+3/n||2 ->0 while

(5) lim fb{xn) = 1 and Urn fb(yn) = 0.
n—>oo n—KX>

Now, note that [6, Claim 2, p.243] could have asserted that xb = Y^ atxt and
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Ptxt where ^ at — ^ fit = 1 and at ^ 0 and /3t^0 rather than
tb<t<rb ti<t<tb tb<t<rb

allowing |a t | ^ 1 and |/?t| ^ 1. Because of this, we may assume that each yn is a
convex combination of some xt 's. Therefore,

(6) 2/*(2/n)>e/4 for all n.

By passing to an appropriate subnet, we let x be the w* limit of {xnx } and let y be the
w* limit of {ynx} • Now, (5) implies that fi,(x + y) = 1 and fb(y) = 0, thus if y were on
the line through the origin and x + y, the only possibility would be y = 0. However, (6)
rules out that possibility, and so y is not on the line through (x + y)/2 and the origin.
According to the separation theorem, there is <f> € X* with <j>(y) > 0 > <j)(x). Therefore
limsupA <j>[xnx) < 0 < lim inf* <j>(ynx) • By extracting an appropriate subsequence from
this net with \\ynx + xnx || -> 2, we deduce that X is not EWUR. D

In summary, X is WUR => X is EWUR => X is Lipschitz separated; also X
is EWUR =$• X is Asplund, and none of the arrows reverse (see Theorem 2, and [1,
Theorem 4.1, Example 3.6b]). The following natural question remains open.

Q U E S T I O N . IS a Lipschitz separated Banach space an Asplund space?
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